TRACK TEAM LOSES HEAVILY IN FIRST MEET AT CORNELL

Gymnasts take n. e. titles

Four senior gymn titles taken by Technology men
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The TEAM, The COLLEGE, The CLUB
All need it and so does ANY project

Any man who has played on a team, taken part in club, newspaper or college activity knows that success is often attained only by co-ordinating the experience of many persons in one organization.

Stone & Webster is prepared to help plan and organize a new development in any field of enterprise. Within its organization are engineers to make investigations, reports or appraisals preliminary to financing. More than that, Stone & Webster can provide men ready to help you, trained in financial plans and assist in financing. It can carry out work of any type or magnitude, appraising property, preparing reports, controlling materials and labor, and in every case will control funds as the owner desires.

Students under 18 years of age at the University of Oxford will be able to rent if they are found on the streets after 9 P.M., in accordance with the resolution of the W. C. T. U. of that city.